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X-RAY DIFFRACTION ON RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS*

D. Schiferl and R. B. Roof

LOEI Alms Scientific Laboratory

LOB Alamoa, New 14xico 87545

.,

ABSTRACT

X-ray diffraction studies on radioactive materials are dis-
cu~sed with the aim of providing a guide to new researchers in the
field. Considerable etiphaeiais placed on the safe handling and
loading of not-too-exotic samples. Special considerations such aa
the problems of film blackening by the gamma rays and c>aagea in-
duced by the self-irradiation of the sample are covered. Some
modifications of commn diffraction techniques are presented.
Finally, diffraction studies an radioactive eample~ uncle:extreme
conditions are discussed, with primary emphasis on high-pressure
studies involving diamond-anvil cells.

,. INTRODUCTION

X-ray diffraction studies have played and continua to play an
important role in increasing our knowledge of materials containing
radioactive elements. Diffraction ter%iquea have been used to in-
vestigate hundreda of such materiuls tl,erebyrevealing, among other
things, the complex chemical crystallography of the actiaide ele-
ments and their compounds and alloys. Thie is an area of consider-
able practical importance and of basic interest as well. The crys-
tal structures and mechanical properties of these mnterials change
with the addition of even trace amounts of other elements. Another
problem of practical interest, which is peculiar to radioactive
substance, is the damage sustained due to irradiation, especially
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sel E-lr ion. Some materials are more resistant t;,~nothers,

and the :sses involved are mot yet completely understood.

T1. work is intended to provide a guide to rcseazchers plan-
ning to study radioactive materials by x-ray diffracti~n techniques,
and to give a brief review of the field. Only the more severe
radioactive materials are treated here; thus the mildiy radioactive
substances, such as natural uranium and thorium and their com-
pounds, are omitted. Discussed are the problems of safety, modifi-
cations of various x-ray diffraction techniques, and some of the
special crystallographic properties and problems associated with
radioactive materials, Examples are chosen chiefly from work dons
at the Los Alamos Scientific-Laboratory or from
ciates, of the authors at other institutions.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Safety

The First problem that should be discussed

work done by as30-

in the handling of
radioactive materials is safety. Exposure to radioactive materials,
even in the small quantities required f(.)rmany types of x-r=y ex-
periments, is well-known to bc dangerous. This point is forceEuliy
brought hume when one sees the reaction of a detector to milLUte

amounts of the heavier transuranic elements. The procedures fcr

dealing with this problem differ according to the type ?: radiation
emitted and the chemical properties of the sample.

Proccdurcs have been developed at Los Alamos for handling
radioactive ~ubstances, particularly the actinides, ir.2 rGutine
way . Primary emphasis is of course on the prevention of accidents;
but equally important is advanced planning of what sze?s are to be
taken when something does go wrong. The procedures described be-

low have been used for over thirty yearn without aer~>~s incident.

Almost all radioactive materinls oxldlze readily in air, and
the oxide spans off as very fine particles that can he:ome air-
bourne and be inhaled. Materials such as plutonlum, which are
primarily nlpha emitters, are not particularly dangero”ls unless
incorporated in the body. Thus, the first zequiremen: is that
the radioactive materials should be handled in an inert-atmosphere
glove box 1) to min~mize oxidation and 2) to prevent airborne
distribution of the finely-dlvhled powder of the oxidation prcl-
ductH,

For alphn emitters, it is sufficient to produce sealed samples
in an argon-filled glf”vebox. There is no practical limitation on



the time allowed to complete the sample preparation. i.csding tile
sample in a glove box is not nearly as bad a handi(!ap as it might
seem. To illustrate these procedures, we given as an ex=ple the
insertion of plutonium alloy powder into fine fused-quartz (not
glass, which is more fragile) capillaries for Debye-Scharrcr cameras.

After the plutonium alloy sample is in the argon-filled glove
box, the oxide is first carefully filed or brushed off. This is
not done for safety considerations, but rather to prevent the ap-
pearance of the oxide pattern on the film along with that of the
sample. The bare metal is then filed with a separate file so that
the filings drop into a glass dish. The filings may then be crush-
ed or gzound in a diamond mortar until the particles are fine enouqh
to drop freely down the entire length of the capillary tube.

The capillaries themselves are drawn from 1/8” (inner diameter)
fuged-quartz tubing , and the 1/8” mouth serves as an adequate funnel
for introducing the sample. The capillary is safely held for
sample-loading manipula~ions in a one-hole rubber stopper which is
fitted in a large test tube. The test tube has a hole in the side
to equalize the inside and outside pressures during the cycling of
the glove box airlock.

Once the samples are loaded into the capillary, a fused quartz
fiber is dropped down the capillary to hold the sample powder in
place. This fiber also keeps the sample fr~m being sucked out during
the evacuation of the airlock as the sample is remcwed from the glove
box. ‘l’hecapillary is evacuated and sealed off in a iuae hood adja-
cent to the glove box. The capillary is then loaded inzo 2 Debye-
Scherrcr camera in the open laboratory. The capillaries can almost

always be mounted safely with no difficulties; howev=~ precautions
Gust be taken to confine any contamination that might rssult from
accidental breakage during mounting. A pad of cheesecloth with a

paper tissue folded into it is placed on the working sur~ace of the
bench. The capillary is then inserted into the wax in the brass plug
while both are held a small distance directly over the ckessecloth.

If the capillary 6hould break during mounting on =:= plug it
VII1 simply drop onto the cheesecloth pad without shat==Ying-

Bccause the radioactive material is not badly scatterd, che pad
can be simply folded over the broken capillary and plug znd placed
in a container for dioactive disposal. The operator ex=.ines his
hands, clothing and the workingarea for the presence of zny conta-
mination. The rooms in which the samples and films are loaded arc
monitored with continuous alpha air monitors having audible alarms.
If the alarm sounds, operations are terminated and the personnel.
are evacuated from the laboratory. A health physics group then

must decide what prOced#JreS are involved to bring the lab~ratory
back to normal operating conditions.



IF one is workirg with ~trong ~~ or neutron cml::ars, such
as amerlclum-243 or curium-244, theBe sams procedures my be follow-
ed, but the time allowed ia drastically curtailed (eo=e-ties dowa
to u fcw minutes). The temptation to examine the eample by looking
at lt at close range should be etrictly avoided. Dcmi-titersmust
be used to mnitor the wholo body exposure. It ie impa:tent to
remember that Lhe eyes are much mre sensitive to radiation than
thu body a~ a whole and that the hands are somewhat less sensitive.

Background Due to the High Gem Activity of the Samplas

The high gamma a:tivity of some materials, particularly the
heavier transuranic alamtmts, may blackea films in pomr diffraction
camerae so much as to make the patterns unreadable. A eimilar pro-
blem ie mcountcred with the detectors on powder diffracto-teks.
Although the single-channel analyzers in t“,ecounting electr~ics
are suppo~erl to discriminate against radiation outaide a relative-
ly narrow wavelength cr ““1’ergyrange, the backgrounds are always
con~iderably higher than one would expect from naive conaideratione.

Several things can be done to reduce the backgrounds. The
samples can be made no larger than absolutely necessary, to mini-
miw the number of gammasproduced. It is occa~ionally possible to
chose an isotope which prcducea fewer gamee than other isotopes
available. For many of the transuranium elements, CuKu radiation
with a nickel filter over the film provides good diffta:tion pat-
tern~. The high intcnuity of the CuKa lines reduces t%= exposure
timas, and the nickel foil abeorbu much of the radiation pzoduced
by the spechn. Americium-243, for cxemple, emite copiaus radia-
tion (including x-ray fluorescence) in the energy raage 12-24 KeV
tw well a~ radiation at higher energies. The nickel fell absorbu
the “band” of lower energy radiation very effectively. Xiekel
Foil can nlso be used of couree to reduce the backgroiicdain dif-
fracto=tere by placing it over the counter window. St~ll more
effective perhaps would be the use OE an x-ray mmockr:n~tor bet-
ween the eample and a well-ehielded counter.

Energy-diaper6ive x-ray powder diffraction u.ethsdaare UISO
etarting to be axplored, a pom?.bility independently caacaived by
Peterson and co-workers (l), Benedict and co-workers (2) and the
authore. In this techique (3), “white” x-radiation ie incident
upon the sample and the pattern ia collected at a Fixsd diffraction
an?Jo with high resolution solid etate detectors. The diffraction
peaka appear at various energiee and the pattern is etcLed in a
multichannel analy=er with the energy calibrated against channel
number. The gamae and -ray flwrescence linee appear largely ae
eharp epikcs at their characteristic energies. It might also be
hoped that energy-dispersive mthods would be well euitcd for



short-lived isotopes because the entire diffraction pattern is col-
lected simultaneously with high (> 95%) efficiency. Prcllminary
experiments on americiuw243 have revealed some px,]ble~ (4). There
is a high continuous background over the entire energy range up to
50 KeV. In addition, the “band” of radiation between 12-24 KeV
makes observation of diffraction peaks in that region nearly tm-
poss~ole, and the AmL1 absorption edge further eliminacas the region
between 24-30 KeV. The use of smaller sampies and more intense
“white” x-ray sources should overcome the problem of the high con-
tinuous background, and the diffraction angle can be chosen sc
that the diffraction peaks 1:.eabove 30 KeV. W*timately, it would
be desirable to use a ~ynchr~tron :adiation source because it would
up to 1000 times more intense than conventional x-ray tubes and
because it would extend the energy range beyond 70 KeV as well. In
that case, the continuum backgrounds would probably be neglible.
Most likely, however, ail these improvements will not yield sub-
stantially better patterns than can already be obtained with fjlm
methods. The energy-dispersive technique will probably be most
advantageous in high-pressure studies involving diacond-anvil cells
wher~ the use of other x-r.~ytechniques is severely restricted, as
discussed later on below.

Changes Induced by the Radioactivity of the M:]terial

There are several types of changes thnt occur as a result of
the radioactivity of a sample. These include self-irradiation
damage, changes in the sample chemistry due LO rad:ation damage and
due to the presence of “daughters” and their compounds, significant
raising of the sample temperature, and finally in scme C=S=S half-
llvea so short that it is extremely difficult to pre?=re 23cIstudy
the sample in the short time available. ~or this laa~ resson in
fact, the structures of a number of elemen~s have not ye= been
determined. Besides exotic nc~inidea, the list includes radon,
astatine and francium.

Self-irradiation produces a variety of changes in she crystal
structures. A sttiayof Roof (5-7’ cn 238(80%)Pu02 ovez G three
year period illustrates some of the complexity of Eelf-irradiation
damage. A sample disk of this material apprc)xiwtel.yc::ecenti-
meter in diameter and 0.25 cm thick wa~ s’.nteredat 1E25’C just
prior to the experiment. Plutonium-238 i~ intensely rx!iaactive
and the sample remained considerably above room temperature througho-
ut the experiment. (In fact the radioactive self-hea~iag is so
great that a mpherc of 238Pu02 about 4 cm in diameter remins rcd
hoc due to the alpha activity, n property that allows it to be used
for n thermoelectric power source.) In these experiments the
lattice was damaged by self-irradiation and partly repaired during
the courw of the cxperiment~. The lattice ccmstant increased
by a mall amuunt for FJmut 60 weeks, then decreased to an



cqullibrlum value close to t!m ori~inillvnlue after amz:.tir140
weeks. From line-broadenhq; nnal.ysis,the strain in th: lattlcc

aim, first increased and then decreased, but to a valu~ not far
below the maximum strain; the crystallite size remain=d unchanged.
Apparently, the initial swelling of the lattice wa~ pr:d~ccd by
the formstion of interstitial helium atoms. k%entually these com-
bine by diffusion to form buLblcs and escape through cracka and
channels in the material, t~ “’wing the lattice constants to
contract back townrd their L values. The self-heating aided
in this process by promoti~ iion,but otherwise annealing
effects seemed minor.

The energy liberated by alpha decay vastly exceeds normal
chemical bond energies and can break down chemical compounds of
radioactive elements. Peterson (1) reports tw factors which yield-
ed success with einsteinium halides: 1) a sample size and geometry
that maxhizes escape of the alphas, and 2) provision for a con-
tlnuul resynthesis syste?~to reverse the chernlcaleffects of aelf-
irradiation and maintain a steady-state concentration of the com-
pound studied.

In fact, it is for the compounds of the Intensely radioactive
elements, such as rtidium,polonlum or einsteinium, that the art of
studying rmlioactlve materials with x-ray diffraction has been
dc!velGpedto its fullest. The high ~pecific alpha activity of these
elements limits studlcs of their compounds to very 9msll emounts
of material. For example, 7 ml;of polonium produces 32 uuries and
one wntt of heat and ccnvercs to lead at the rate of 5.
(8).

5% par day
A further complication is the fact that most OS tk highly

radioactive elements arc also highly reactive chemical:;.

Thus, the x-ray studies on radium, polonium, einststnium and
their compounds must be done on 10-50 microgram quantities in inert
atmosphere or vacuum. Moreover, the purification on tke radio-
active materlul.must be done immediately before use, an: both the
x-ray studies and identification of the compounds must >a done in a
short period of time. The common procedure used in tn~ss cases is
to create the compound of interest from the freshly pu=t~ied radio-
active element directly in the x-ray capillary. A Vaz:zzy of
methods have been described for preparing samplca, each cailorcd
to the chemical reactions involved and the vapor pressurss OF the
elcment~ and compounds of interest (1,8-15). Procedures have been
devcluped for producing a compound, x-raying it, changin~ it to
another compound, etc. (l).

When cherical synthesis is done on such a small scale, the
problem of Mcntlfication of the compounds produced is not trivial.
Wittcman and co-workers (8) succe~sfully identified simple polonium
compounds with presumably well-defined etoichiometry by cumpnring



the lattice constants with those calculated from iontc r~:dii.
Substances may al~o be recognized from their characteri=~lc powder
patterns, and a critical compendium of the wealth of c!l:fractlom
data on actinidee is being prepared by Roof (16) to pr.]l:i&the
basis of compound identification. However, it is very difficult to
tell the oxides and nitrides of many transuranic elements from
the metals themselves from only the lattice constants. For example,
a=ricium and curium and their respective oxides and nitrides all
have the icc structure with similar lattice constants (9), to wit:

Am a - 5.004 30.002 ; cm a = 5.038 + 0.002 ;
Am!! a = 5.002 a = 5.041 —

a = 5.045 Cldl a - 5.09

Peterson (1) describes a microscope-spectrophotometer to record the
absorption and/or luminescence spectrum of the sample as it 1s
being studied with x-rays.

B~DIFICATIONS OF COMMON DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUZS

Except for monitoring for possible contamfnntion, the operation
of Debye-Scherrer cameras containing radioactive materials is not
significantly different than for normal materials once the capil-
laries have been loaded according to the procedures described
above.

Radioactive powder samples may also be studied GI?5ifEracto-
meters outside of ventilated enclosures. Commonly, a m~zted and
polished metallographic specimen is used as the sample, iut it
must be sealed for work done in the open laboratory. Yh:s is
usually accomplished by wrapping the sample in a thin skae: of a
material that contains the contamination, is transparent= ta x-rays
and has an x-ray pattern that will not obscure the patte= of the
sample. The large amount of heat generated by plutonf~=-238 and
higher specific activity materials precludes the use o: sny plastics.
Instead the sample is loaded into a metal sample holde~ (in a safety
enclosure) and covered with a thin metal foil winduw Feale(!with
sticky le~d tape. The preparation and subsequent handl:zg must be
done very carefully to avoid tearing the foil. When the s~aled
sample holder has been found free of contamination it ray then be
placed on the diffractometer in the usual manner.

Many radioactive ❑aterials have been studied with singlc-
crystal techniques. A large number of compounds and alloys of
plutonium have been studied in this way, and such a stutiyhaa even
been done on CfBr3 (1,17). AS with powder s~mpl@s, t~~e~in con-
cern i~ to prepare the sample so that particles, particularly of
the oxide, arc not scattered about. It iR usuaily not pofisibleto



~;rowsingle cry}:talsof plutonlum alloys. For this rzasm, largc-
gralncclsamp.lc.sarc hrokcn in a mortar iIIa rudiation s:,fzty
enclosure if the matcrlal I.[J~ufflclcntly hard and b=i~cle. The
particles arc then plnced in a small bfiwland covered %ith mineral
oil or dilute Duco cement-butyl ncetate solution to p?e-~entcKida-
tion. One fragment is then selected findmounted on a standard
goniometcr head in the usual way while the operation is vlcwed
through n mJ.crnscope. The bead of Duco cement protects the sample
from oxidation, sometime~ for years. The radioactivity of the sample
cun usually be an advantage in this case, because the fra>nt can
almost always he fnund if it is accidentally knocked off during the
loading Fr~cedurc. Once the sample is mounted on the goniomster
head, t!leusual single-crystal diffrnctometcr or film methods may
be used. There is no significant film blackening for patterns of
plutonlu compounds because plutonium la primarily an alpha emitter
and because single-crystal patterns require much less exposure tiae
than do powder patterns.

RADIOACTI~. SAMPLES UNDER EXTREME CONDITIONS

A number of studies at high and low temperatures and at high
pressure have been made on radioactive materials. High-temperature
studic are complicated by the high chemical reactivity mad volati-
lity of some radioactive mat~rlals. When small samplea are re-
quired, even trace amounts of impurities in a nominally inert
atmosphere or rcnctl[ms with the capillary itself can a?.’:erthe
snmple drastically. This is particularly vexing when tke sample is
supposed to be the pure.metal. The procedures used to SGIVF.these
problems depend on the nature of the substance studied, a:,dhave
been discu~sed by several author~ (1,9-12). Lcw-ter?ezsture
studies are more stralghtfoward. The princi>al problea is in
cooling the sample. In practice, this is usually not :>0 diffi-
cult for most radioactive substances of interest. To 5s sure, a
material with a suEficicntly high specific alpha activ:c:rmay be
impossible to cool very much; but plutonium 239 allo;zsm americium-
243 can be cooled to a few degree~ Kelvln without greaz hardship.

Interest in high-pressure studies on radioactive caterials is
rapidly expanding, primarily due to r~:ccntdevelopments fn dicmond-
nnvil cell techniques. Radioactive materials have alrsaiy been
studied to pressures over 190 kbar using diamond-anvil cells. To
date only film cassettes have been used in these studies, but
several laboratories are setting up energy-dispersive x-ray dif-
fraction systems.

In normal high-pressure studies with diamnnd-anvil cells, the
sample is either 1) placed between the diamonds with no gasket
around it, or 2) placed in the hole of an Inconel gasket with a



hydruntatic fluid. In the firmt case very fine x-ray ccllima~urn
are umd au that the *rays do not mea a great prensu:a df~tri-
bution. Larger colliwtur~ My be used with gamketcd s:=plcs.
Ynrf.stionsof both of these techniques hnve been nucce=s$ully
m;spliedto the utudy of radbactivs =terials.

Roof (16) has used the non-gaskated technique on plutonium up to
190 kbar. Plutonitm foil G.025 m thick was put betweca tm
aluminum foils, each 0.018 M thick. This sandwich wae then placed
between two pimm of scotch tape to form the aumple coupon, which
was thm placed in a Bassett (18) diarnnd cell. The aluminum also
provided an iutemal preaeure standard. Exposure timsm of 300 to
500 hours were reqtirad because OF the fine coil-tors employed,
but exceptionally clear patterns were obtained. There was no signi-
camt film blackening from the plutonium _ rays.

Bu?ns and Peterson (19) have studied californkm up to 240 kbar
with a Bassatt cell with the gasketed diamond c.eU tect.nique. Tii
sample of californi- metal 0.1 m in diater was loaded into a
tiny ●luminum foil cup which was placed in,the hole in the Inconel
gasket● The aampla wae then covered with a small disk uf aluminum
foil. Theoperaticmwas performed under a microscope in an inert-
atmuqphere glove box that was nominally “cold” inside HO that the
outhle of the high-pressure cell was not contaminated. When
pressure was applied, the sample was encapsulated in a can of alu-
❑inure. This arrangement contained the alpha-em[ttlng californium-
249, prevented oxidation by excluding air and provid~d ~:nintend
preMaure probe from the aluminum lattice comstants. Z.’=-=lx-ray
exposures ran between 18 and 24 hours.

The full advantage of diumml-anvil cells has n:,t:-atbeen used
in studies of radioactive materials. We are setthg u? cx:erlments
that will use the diamond-anvil cell design of Mao and :el~ (20-21),
who have recently achieved 1.72 megabars sustainad static ?ressure.
Pressues are measured with the ruby fluorescence techcL;ue, which la
both rapid and precise (22-24). Bnergy-dispersive x-ra:: ?>vder
diffraction will be used to explore phase diagrams and is=ermfne
compressions. Entrgy-dispersive methods are very well-suzled
for use with dimmnd cells because strength considerations Ilmit
the size of the holes in the tungsten carbide dia-~nd naunts and
the optimum energy-dispersive diffraction angles are s=~:ler than
the angular apertures of the holes. The energy-dispersS_ratcclmi-
que alao allows extremely rapid exploration of phase diagrams (25)0
Within 20 ❑inutes it is possible to see whether the crystal ~truc-
turr at a new pressure is the same or grosdy different from thut
at a previous pressure setting. Thus it is the ideal tool for
the first exploration of the huge area of phase space naw available.



wc have endeavored to protide a guide to researchers embarking.
on projects involving x-ray diffraction on radio?-tive ‘=terialsm Ue
have discussed in detail those matters which we tud we are able to
make a useful contribution to and have trle~.to give a:aquete
references for subjects alreedy treated in depth by other authors.
We have erq?hasizedbasic safety considerations and have discussed
many of the problems peculiar to studies on radioactive substances.
We have “alsopointed out a umjor developing area; namely, the recent-
ly expanded possibilities of etudying these materials with diamnd
cells to pr~ssures possibly in exccsa of one uegabar. We hope that
this paper gives useful information on techniques and also gives a
feeling for what the state of the art is at the present time.

One of us (D.S.) would like to thank D. T. Cromer, L. Schwalbe.
and J. L. Smith for helpful conversations.
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